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Connecticut Secretary of the State Denise W. Merrill has proved a good soldier for Democratic Party 

vote-seekers. A number of state legislative races were close enough to warrant speculation that some of 

Ms. Merrill’s brainchildren – notably, same-day registration, enacted in 2013, which added 30,000 votes 

to the bottom line Nov. 8 – saved a Democratic seat or two. 

 

Next from Connecticut’s peripatetic secretary is early voting. “I don’t know where the political support 

is,” she said this week, “but the public really wants early voting.” 

 

How about that. Connecticut voters rejected a constitutional amendment just two years ago that would 

have allowed early voting. Has the mood of the electorate changed so dramatically since then? 

 

Registrars of voters, who had to deal with frantic attempts by some voters to register in the Nov. 8 

election’s final hours while qualified voters waited to cast their ballots, say they are not ready to 

manage early voting as well. Their concerns deserve more respect and deference than Ms. Merrill is 

providing. “It is too big of a change to make based on the experiences of a single election,” The Sunday 

Republican’s Paul Hughes reported Nov. 13, paraphrasing comments by Melissa Russell, president of the 

Registrar of Voters Association of Connecticut. 

 

Early voting also deprives participants of the opportunity to change their minds at the last moment – as 

many voters evidently did in the presidential contest. 

 

A secretary of the state who concentrated on the quality of the vote, rather than the quantity of 

Democratic votes, would roll back reforms like same-day registration and motor-voter. Requiring would-

be voters to trek down to their city or town hall, present documentation of their residence and eligibility 

to vote, and fill out the paperwork, is not oppressive or undemocratic. Nor is it undemocratic to require 

that they present themselves at their proper polling places on Election Day – with photo identification 

card in hand. Voters who have to attend to such details are more likely to take their constitutional right 

seriously and exercise it thoughtfully. 

 

As syndicated writer Jonah Goldberg noted in a Nov. 6 column, it’s a matter of human nature. 

 

“Nothing truly important, never mind sacred and solemn, should be treated as a trivial convenience,” he 

wrote. “… (I)f we want citizens to value their votes, why are we constantly lowering the price?” 

 

Democrats like Ms. Merrill and Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, who opened polling places to an estimated 

60,000 felons previously ineligible to vote, are focused like a laser on reeling in voters who are 

guaranteed to vote for Demo-crats, no matter how sketchy these voters’ qualifications may be. 

Republicans who call for higher standards routinely are accused of engaging in voter suppression. In 

fact, all they’re trying to do is preserve the integrity and impact of votes that are cast legitimately. 


